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ABSTRACT: Automated grading systems can help save a lot of time when evaluating students’ assignments. In this paper we present our ongoing work for a model for generating correctness levels. We utilize this model to demonstrate how we can grade students SQL queries employing partial grading in order to allocate points to parts of the queries well written and to enable provision of feedback for the missing parts. Furthermore, we show how we can grade the queries taking into account the skill level of students at different stages of SQL learning process. We divide the stages into introductory, intermediary, and advanced stages and in each apply different type of grading that takes account the students’ knowledge at that stage. We implemented this model in our class and graded 5 quizzes containing more than 25 different questions for 309 students. We discuss 3 examples for each stage and offer comprehensive examples of the model in action.
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1. Introduction

Partial grading in SQL software exercises is awarding a selected portion or a fraction of a whole grade. It involves giving points to parts whereby the student has done well or deducting points to parts missed. An advantage of partial grading is that we are able to acknowledge students’ efforts by awarding points to the correct parts of a query. This helps in protecting their motivation to learn [1]. Furthermore, we are able to pinpoint the parts of a query the student has missed. This helps in providing constructive feedback to help the student improve on their work. Partial grading systems which are able to carry out this form of grading have been extensively researched [2, 3, 4, 5]. Nevertheless, these systems do not address different skill levels of students at various stages of the learning process. We propose a model in which students’ skill levels are taken into consideration. We refer to this as dynamic grading.

There are three types of knowledge acquired by students in programming courses, syntactic, conceptual, and strategic [6]. In our project, we broadly classify these groups of knowledge into 2 types, syntactic and semantic [7, 8] as it makes it manageable to translate our grading model into a running program. Students learn well when taught syntax and semantic knowledge in parallel while syntax knowledge develops as a result on repetition [8]. Even though this is the case, novice students might struggle more with syntax during the introductory lessons than at the end [9]. Various methods have been proposed of how to teach SQL in various steps. Some research proposes teaching SQL in an increasing order of difficulty [10]. This order begins from teaching ‘SELECT’ syntax to recursive SQL at the end. Other research proposes teaching SQL in a series of steps involving building a query one clause at a time [11]. The first clause would be SELECT followed by FROM clause then WHERE clause and so on. A mental model in which learners learn SQL starting with remembering SQL concepts followed by comprehending the concepts with creating the queries at the end have been proposed as well [12]. In the various learning styles proposed, students are novice during the start of the class struggling with syntax and at the end have accumulated enough knowledge to write completely semantically correct queries. We considered to utilize these findings to grading as well. To this effect, our goals in this paper are to demonstrate how we can:

• Assign a discrete level that shows how correct a query is, in relation to an instructor’s specifications.
• Factor in students’ knowledge level when calculating grades.

Also, to demonstrate whether:

• It is possible for an automated grading tool to match the grades given by manual graders.
• If students consider an automated grading tool to be fair.

In this context, a fair grade is a grade that matches the one that would be given by an instructor. Furthermore, this grading capability should be applied consistently to other answers as well.

To factor in students’ knowledge level, we divided a full programming course’s time into three stages. introductory stage, intermediate stage, and the advanced stage. We used syntax, semantics, and results as features for evaluation. For each stage, these three features which we refer to as
properties were evaluated in parallel while varying their individual weight to the whole grade. At the introductory stage, syntax had more weight. Similarly, at the intermediate stage, semantics had more weight than the other properties and at the advanced stage, results had more weight.

To carry out partial grading, we used software correctness levels and to enable dynamic grading, we used varying weights for properties like syntax which addressed different skills levels as we will see in this paper. We graded more than 25 different SQL questions for 309 students using different configurations of dynamic grading and we shall discuss 3 of these questions.

1.1. Advantages of skill based grading

Grading students’ work while considering whether they are novice or more advanced can have several advantages. This is in comparison with grading the work of students who are struggling with the new programming language and those who are already familiar with or mastered it the same way.

1. Personalization and differentiation. Grading students work while considering whether they are novice or advanced would be considered as a personalized and differentiated way. In this manner, novice students are not penalized for not meeting a higher standard as expected of the more advanced students.

2. Student motivation and engagement. By basing the grading on the student knowledge level, their motivation to continue learning and engaging would be protected. This is because, the students are able to view learning the new programming language as something within their capability.

3. Targeted feedback. Due to the differences between novice students and advanced ones, specific feedback can be constructed that caters to the differing needs of both. Novice students may be more interested in the language syntactic elements while advanced students being more interested in semantic elements.

2. Related work

Partial grading systems have enabled awarding partial points instead of strict 0 or 1 [2, 3, 4, 5]. Some systems are even capable of generating datasets for testing [13]. The limitation of these systems is that they employ inflexible strategies to grade the queries. Our model is able to dynamically grade queries based on the gradual learning process of students. Furthermore, it has the flexibility of adding or removing properties during grading depending on the goals of the instructor.

Correctness levels have been used before to grade SQL queries. Some research has used 8 different correctness levels to partially grade queries [14]. Specifically, Dekeyser et al. [14] use syntax, schema, results, and peer review to grade the queries whereby each code feature is evaluated as either correct or not. Of these 8 levels, 5 are automatically awarded by the system while the rest require manual input. Our model automatically awards 9 different levels using syntax, semantics, and results, evaluating each feature using three categories instead of two. Our model also awards more levels by having the flexibility of adding more properties and their outcomes.

Dynamic grading has been used in other areas apart from SQL. For example, in gradual programming whereby the students learn a programming language in well-defined steps instead of learning everything at once [15].

Binary grading offers only two possible outcomes: correct and incorrect, which does not consider partial correctness or incorrectness [16]. As a result, students may not receive points for partially correct submissions. Providing detailed feedback on the areas where students’ understanding is lacking becomes impossible as well. This limitation of binary grading gives rise to the need for partial grading. Our model offers more possible outcomes to enable differentiation of errors.

There are differences between novice and expert programmers. As a result, various research has been proposed which highlights these differences. It has been proposed that expert programmers memorize source code better than novice programmers [17]. In the proposal, the researchers also argued that novices tend to memorize syntactic elements while expert programmers focus on the algorithm. Expert programmers can solve a problem by abstracting the algorithm while novices cannot [18]. As the expertise increases, novice programmers gradually shift from focusing on syntactic elements to the semantic ones [19]. This may indicate that novice programmers are more focused on the language syntax while experts focus on the semantics. Differences among novices and experts have been argued in other fields as well. For example, in physics, it has been proposed that experts might use abstraction to solve a problem while novices use the problem’s literal features [20]. Naturally, computer science students as programmers might show this phenomenon. Even though they may not become full experts in the programming language during the course of the class, they are able to achieve competency [21]. Due to the differences between novice and advanced students, it has been proposed to make the introductory material simple and systematically expand as students’ expertise increases [22]. For example, beginning with writing syntax, comprehending templates, writing code with templates and tracing [23]. Therefore, we considered and utilized these findings to implement our grading model in such a way that it can acknowledge and accommodate these differences.

Grading students work based on unit testing has also been used in other programming languages like Java [24, 25]. Unit testing [26] involves testing the smallest unit in a program or code that can be isolated. In most cases, the testing parameters are already known by the developers and the testers before runtime. Our syntax analysis is a form of unit testing whereby a student’s query’s syntax is verified based on the target SQL standard and other similar syntactically correct queries. However, neither the testing parameters for our semantic nor results analysis are known up until runtime whereby the system loads the model query and the student query. Also, it is challenging to exactly anticipate the correct semantics since queries written in different ways can have the same meaning. Furthermore, the binary nature
of unit testing makes it difficult to carry out partial grading. This means that, our unit tests have additional requirements compared to ordinary unit tests.

3. Software correctness levels

Software correctness in software exercises is the degree to which code written by students satisfy the specifications given by the instructor [27]. Software correctness levels describe this degree [28]. Software correctness in SQL is tested using various techniques. The most used is executing the query and checking the results [29, 30].

There are various properties that can be evaluated to check for code correctness. Some of these properties are: syntax, semantics, results, efficiency, style and performance. During this evaluation, we classify a property into various categories that describe the correctness of the property. In this research, we call such categories outcomes. Examples of outcomes are fully correct, meaning the property completely satisfies the specifications and fully incorrect for otherwise.

Using these properties and their outcomes, we can create a matrix of all the outcomes arranged in such a way that the first row describes the lowest adherence of the properties to the specifications. The last row would describe the complete adherence of these properties to the given specifications. We show such matrices as tables: Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.

The number of properties and outcomes to use depends on the grading goals and the programming language. Database managements systems feature query optimizations therefore in SQL we would not evaluate properties like efficiency [31]. In C++, style, complexity and efficiency have been used to evaluate students’ code [32, 33, 34]. In this implementation we focus on three properties: syntax, semantics, and results. For these properties, we evaluate them into three outcomes: correct, minor incorrect (small mistakes like misspells of 2 characters and less) and incorrect. The meaning behind each outcome will be discussed in the method section.

3.1. Property weight

Teaching SQL in a computer science class is done in various stages [10]. One of the most important stages is teaching proper SQL syntax. In this stage, students are introduced to SQL, how it is written, the tools used and how to run commands. Another notable stage is using already learned SQL commands to carry out simple tasks. In this stage students learn how to take simple specifications and turn them into SQL commands that accomplish the given task. Various stages of learning have various goals. Naturally, this should translate to grading goals. Our goal is to modify how grading is done based on the learning stage.

Grading modification is enabled in our model by assigning different weights for the properties. For example, At the introductory stage, grading would weigh more on syntax. During the intermediate stage, grading would weigh more on semantics, as the instructor turns their attention to carrying out given tasks. Similarly, at an advanced stage, grading would weigh more on results.

3.1.1. Introductory stage grading

At the introductory stage, the instructor would focus on correct syntax. For a student to successfully pass this stage, they would need to be able to write well-formed SQL clauses with correct keywords. For any quizzes at this stage, the instructor would classify the student queries based on how well written the syntax was. At one extreme of this classification, there would be completely incorrect syntax and at the other end fully correct syntax. The instructor would then put a threshold for passing, whereby, students below this threshold would have to practice more on syntax. A 9-magnitude model weighing more on syntax is shown in Table 1. In this model, the instructor might put the threshold for passing at correctness level 6. Students who can pass this threshold would be able to write queries that can be parsed and well executed by the database management system. Even though in this stage we focus on correct SQL syntax, the other properties, semantics and results still matter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>minor inc.</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Intermediate stage grading

At an intermediate stage, the instructor would turn the students’ attention to solving some tasks. At this point the students already know how to write correct SQL grammar. The instructor would teach how to turn given specifications into correct SQL queries that accomplish the task. For any given quiz at this stage, the instructor would want to check if the students are able to carry out some tasks using SQL. This would involve checking if the students’ queries have the correct semantics. A 9-magnitude model focusing more on semantics is given in Table 2. In this model, the instructor might put a passing threshold at correctness level 6. This means that students with queries below this threshold might be struggling with how to turn some specifications into a semantically correct query.

3.1.3. Advanced stage grading

In the last stage, the students should already have mastered how to write correct SQL grammar. Furthermore, they should be able to turn given specifications into semantically correct SQL statements. At this point, the instructor might focus on making sure the students are able to write queries that return the expected results. This means, grading would weigh more on results. A 9-magnitude model weighing
more on results is shown in Table 3. Similarly, as the other stages, the instructor might put the threshold for passing at correctness level 6. Correct semantics imply correct results. Nevertheless, instead of focusing on semantics only, we check results because they give extra information about those queries without fully correct semantics. For example, if the reference correct query output is a subset of a student query, it means the student query may not have carried out correct filtering of results in the WHERE clause.

3.3. Flexibility in adding or removing properties

Our software correctness model is made up of combinations of the chosen properties and their possible outcomes. The 9-magnitude model shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 comprises of properties results, semantics and syntax each with 3 possible outcomes: correct, minor incorrect and incorrect. This gives rise to 27 possible combinations of which 9 are usable in our implementation. Unusable combinations are for example, when both syntax and semantics are fully incorrect while the results, fully correct. The instructor is free to choose whichever properties or outcomes align with their teaching goals. For example, they can choose to carry out binary grading using only the results. In this case, property results would have 2 possible outcomes: correct and incorrect. This would translate in the correctness model having 2 levels: level 1 for an incorrect query and level 2 for a correct query. Using the same property, they might opt for a 3 magnitude correctness levels model. In this case, results would have 3 outcomes: fully correct, minor incorrect for results not filtered, i.e. correct results would be contained inside the query results and fully incorrect. Similarly, the instructor can choose syntax and semantics, or results and syntax with various outcomes.

As we see here, the number of properties or outcomes used to construct a correctness model for grading is not fixed. The instructor can add or remove properties and their outcomes as well. Adding properties or outcomes increases the size of the correctness model. This increases the number of correctness levels as well, which translates to higher grading sensitivity. On the other hand, using fewer properties or outcomes reduces the size of the correctness model. This reduces the number of correctness levels, which translates to lower grading sensitivity. In this paper, we demonstrate the power of a correctness model using 3 properties and 3 outcomes. Using 4 properties or outcomes and more or less is also possible in this model.

4. Grading process

Algorithm 1 shows the main algorithm for grading students queries using the correctness model discussed above. This was implemented in C++ under Linux with DuckDB [35] as the database management system.

4.1. Initialization

We begin by initializing parameters that will be used to instantiate the correctness model. This involves initializing the number of syntax, semantics and results outcomes that will be used on grading. We also initialize the ‘property weight’ variable. We assert that these variables are initialized to integers greater than 0 and a maximum of 3. This maximum is not fixed but can change by adding more properties or outcomes. A correctness model matrix is constructed using this initialization as shown in algorithm 2. This is a 2-dimensional array containing all the various combinations of the properties and their outcomes. We then remove unusable rows from the matrix.
Algorithm 1: Main Algorithm

Result: Grades

\(\text{stx} \leftarrow \) number of syntax outcomes;
\(\text{sem} \leftarrow \) number of semantics outcomes;
\(\text{res} \leftarrow \) number of results outcomes;
\(\text{pw} \leftarrow \) property weight;
// Ensure \(1 \leq \text{stx} \leq 3, 1 \leq \text{sem} \leq 3, 1 \leq \text{res} \leq 3, 1 \leq \text{pw} \leq 3\)
\(\text{text} \_\text{ed} \leftarrow 3; \) // text edit distance
\(\text{tree} \_\text{ed} \leftarrow 2; \) // tree edit distance
incorrect \(\leftarrow 0;\)
minor incorrect \(\leftarrow 1;\)
correct \(\leftarrow 2;\)
// See Algorithm 2
\(\text{correctness} \_\text{m} \leftarrow \text{create_matrix(stx, sem, res, pw);}\)
// Put reference queries into data structure
\(\text{ref} \leftarrow \) reference queries;
// Load student queries
\(\text{student} \leftarrow \) student queries;
for \(n \in \{\text{ref}\}\) do
\(\text{n.AST} \leftarrow \) reference query abstract syntax tree;
// Run the query in DuckDB
\(\text{n.Output} \leftarrow \) query result;
end
for \(n \in \{\text{student}\}\) do
if \(n \equiv \{}\) then
  // Empty
  \(\text{n.PARS EABLE} \leftarrow \) false;
  \(\text{n.SYN} \leftarrow \) incorrect;
else
  Parse the query;
  if \(\text{parseable}\) then
    \(\text{n.PARS EABLE} \leftarrow \) true;
    \(\text{n.AST} \leftarrow \) student query abstract syntax tree;
    \(\text{n.Output} \leftarrow \) query result;
  end
else
    \(\text{n.PARS EABLE} \leftarrow \) false;
    \(\text{n.SYN} \leftarrow \) incorrect;
end
end
foreach \(n \in \{\text{student}\}\) do
  // See Algorithm 3
  \(\text{syntax} \_\text{analysis}(n, \text{text} \_\text{ed}, \text{syn});\)
  // See Algorithm 4, ref(1) denotes the first query
  \(\text{results} \_\text{analysis}(n, \text{ref}(1), \text{res});\)
  // See Algorithm 6
  \(\text{semantics} \_\text{analysis}(n, \text{ref}, \text{student}, \text{tree} \_\text{ed}, \text{sem});\)
end
foreach \(n \in \{\text{student}\}\) do
  // See Algorithm 5
  \(\text{get_correctness} \_\text{level}(n, \text{correctness} \_\text{m}, \text{stx}, \text{sem}, \text{res});\)
  \(\text{get_grade}(n);\)
end

Algorithm 2: Creating the correctness matrix

Result: Correctness matrix

Function \(\text{create_matrix}(\text{stx}, \text{sem}, \text{res}, \text{pw});\)

\(\text{matrix} \leftarrow \) vector of integers;
if \(\text{stx} \equiv 1 \text{ and } \text{sem} \equiv 1 \text{ and } \text{res} \equiv 1\) then
  // Binary grading
  Append 0,0,0 to matrix;
  Append 1,1,1 to matrix;
  return matrix;
end
if \(\text{pw} \equiv 1\) then
  // Syntax most important
  for \(i = 0 \to \text{stx} - 1\) do
    for \(j = 0 \to \text{sem} - 1\) do
      for \(k = 0 \to \text{res} - 1\) do
        Append \(k, j, i\) to matrix;
      end
    end
  end
end
else if \(\text{pw} \equiv 2\) then
  // Semantics most important
  for \(i = 0 \to \text{stx} - 1\) do
    for \(j = 0 \to \text{sem} - 1\) do
      for \(k = 0 \to \text{res} - 1\) do
        Append \(k, j, i\) to matrix;
      end
    end
  end
else if \(\text{pw} \equiv 3\) then
  // Results most important
  for \(k = 0 \to \text{stx} - 1\) do
    for \(j = 0 \to \text{sem} - 1\) do
      for \(i = 0 \to \text{res} - 1\) do
        Append \(k, j, i\) to matrix;
      end
    end
  end
end
// Remove the levels not possible from the matrix
return matrix;

4.2. Pre-processing

Next, we carry out pre-processing of reference and student queries. For reference queries, we create abstract syntax trees for each and execute them, saving the output in a 2-dimensional array. We used the library, pg_query [36] to create abstract syntax trees. Student queries undergo the same procedure but first, we check if they are parseable. If a query is not parseable, we mark its syntax outcome as incorrect. Then, we carry out syntax, results and semantics analysis finalizing by calculating the correctness level for each query and the subsequent grade. These steps will be discussed next.
4.3. Syntax analysis

Syntax analysis is done first. Algorithm 3 shows how syntax analysis is accomplished. In this stage, all parseable queries are marked as having correct syntax. Next, we check how far the unparseable queries are from being parseable. To accomplish this, we carry out a comparison between unparseable queries with those that are parseable using text edit distance metric [37]. The parseable queries include both parseable reference and student queries. For those student queries with mistakes of 2 characters and below, we mark as having minor incorrect syntax and edit them. This enables further processing of the queries. For unparseable queries without close reference or correct student queries, we then check the SQL keywords in the query. We employ the same edit distance metric to check how much malformed the keywords are. We identify the SQL keywords using information from the parse tree.

\[\text{Algorithm 3: Syntax analysis}\]

\[
\text{Result: Syntax outcomes}
\]

\[
\text{Function syntax_analysis(query, text_ed, syn):}
\]

1. If query.PARSABLE \equiv true then
   1. query.SYN \leftarrow correct;
2. Else
   1. mis \leftarrow misspelled SQL keywords characters;
   2. If mis < text_ed then
      1. If syn \equiv 3 then
         1. query.SYN \leftarrow minor incorrect;
         2. Edit query; // Correct the query
      2. Else
         1. query.SYN \leftarrow incorrect;
   3. Else
      1. query.SYN \leftarrow incorrect;

4.4. Result analysis

Result analysis is done next. Algorithm 4 shows how results analysis is accomplished. In this stage, we compare the results of each student query with the results of the reference queries. If both outputs match, the student query is deemed as having correct results. For those queries with different outputs, we then check if the reference query output is a subset of the student query output. If so, we mark the student query as having minor incorrect results. The rest of cases are marked as having fully incorrect results.

\[\text{Algorithm 4: Result analysis}\]

\[
\text{Result: Results outcomes}
\]

\[
\text{Function result_analysis(query, ref, res):}
\]

1. If query.OUTCOME \equiv ref.OUTCOME then
   1. query.RES \leftarrow correct;
2. Else if ref.OUTCOME \subset query.OUTCOME then
   1. If res \equiv 3 then
      1. query.RES \leftarrow minor incorrect;
   2. Else
      1. query.RES \leftarrow incorrect;
   3. Else
      1. query.RES \leftarrow incorrect;

4.5. Semantics analysis

The final analysis involves semantics. Algorithm 6 shows how semantics analysis is accomplished. In this stage we check if the student queries have the intended meaning. First, we mark as having correct semantics, those queries that had correct results in the previous step. Next, we mark unparseable queries as having fully incorrect semantics. This is because in this implementation we cannot verify the severity of the mistakes.

For the rest, we carry out parse tree edit distance comparisons using Shasha Zhang’s algorithm [38]. This is accomplished by comparing parse trees of the student queries under processing and the reference queries together with the student queries with correct output. We further check the text edit distance for those queries found to have a tree edit distance of 1. If this text edit distance is 2 characters or less, the query is marked as containing minor incorrect semantics. The rest of the cases are marked as having fully incorrect semantics.

\[\text{Algorithm 5: Calculating correctness level}\]

\[
\text{Result: Correctness level of a query}
\]

\[
\text{Function get_correctness_level(query, matrix, stx, sem, res):}
\]

1. level \leftarrow 1;
2. If stx \equiv 1 and sem \equiv 1 and res \equiv 1 then
   1. // Binary grading
   2. level \leftarrow query.RESULT 1;
3. Return level;
4. End
5. foreach m \in \{matrix\} do
   1. If m0 \equiv query.RES and m1 \equiv query.SEM and
      1. m2 \equiv query.SYN then
      2. break;
6. End
7. Level \leftarrow level 1;
8. End
9. Return level;

At this point, the student queries have been tagged with various outcomes for the properties. The outcomes of each query are compared with the outcomes in the correctness matrix. The correctness level of a query is the level with matching outcomes. The grades are calculated in the range 0 to 1, using Equation 1.
Algorithm 6: Semantics analysis

Result: Semantic outcomes

Function semantic_analysis(query, ref, student, tree_ed, sem):

if query.RES ≡ correct then
    query.SEM ← correct;
else
    if query.PARS EABLE ≡ false then
        query.SEM ← incorrect;
    else
        smallest ← 0;
ted ← 0;
        foreach m ∈ {ref} do
            dist ←
        query.AST and m.AST distance;
        l_ted ←
        query.QUERY and m.QUERY distance;
            if dist ≤ smallest and l_ted ≤ ted then
                smallest ← dist;
ted ← l_ted;
        end
    foreach s ∈ {student} do
        if s.RES ≡ correct then
            dist ←
        query.AST and s.AST distance;
        l_ted ←
        query.QUERY and s.QUERY distance;
            if dist < smallest and l_ted ≤ ted then
                smallest ← dist;
ted ← l_ted;
        end
    end
    if smallest < tree_ed and ted < text_ed then
        if sem ≡ 3 then
            query.SEM ← minor incorrect;
        else
            query.SEM ← incorrect;
        end
        query.RES ← correct;
    else
        query.SEM ← incorrect;
    end
end

5. Implementation and findings

We experimented with the correctness model discussed above for an automated grading system of SQL exercises in a first year’s course at a first year’s BSc course, Information Modelling and Databases at Radboud University. During this study, the course had 309 students. For the year 2023, we used the model to grade 5 quizzes containing more than 25 different questions using the three different matrices. These are shown in a cumulative graph, Figure 1. From the graph, we see that the grading model can differentiate student answers among 9 different groups. We will discuss 3 results from this large sample.

![Figure 1: A bar graph showing the grades awarded to all 7012 answers across 25 different questions.](image)

5.1. Introductory stage grading

The first question was graded as an introductory quiz. Syntax was prioritized more than the other properties. The grades awarded for this question are shown in Figure 2. The x-axis shows the grades given in the range 0 to 1. The y axis show the total number of queries given a certain grade.

![Figure 2: Grades calculated for the 1st question using introductory grading.](image)

We saw that most students were able to write correct SQL statements (122 students). This group of students could already write syntactically correct SQL that accomplished the given task. The second largest group could form correct syntax SQL queries but could not yet translate these into semantically correct queries (88 students). Taking 0.6 as the passing threshold (parseable queries), 35 students represented by 0, 0.125 and 0.25 grades failed the first question. The other 235 students passed. Grading the same question while prioritizing semantics would have produced...
the results shown in Figure 3. In this grading, the number of students who passed would have reduced to 126. Lastly, grading the question while prioritizing results would have produced the results shown in Figure 4. In this case, the number of students who passed would have stayed the same as in previous case. However, the grades of those who failed would have reduced even further especially the large group of 88 answers. The reference correct query for this question is shown below.

--- mispelled the name 'Djoerd Hiemstra'
SELECT Theme.theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra' AND Teacher.teacher_id = Theme.teacher_id;

(3) 21 answers had minor incorrect results (output of the reference correct query is a subset of the query’s output), incorrect semantics and correct syntax.

--- results were not well filtered
SELECT theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(4) 88 answers managed only correct syntax.

--- wrong columns selected and wrong filtering
SELECT * FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(5) 1 answer had minor incorrect syntax (text edit distance of less than 3 from a reference query) and results, and incorrect semantics.

--- mispelled 'SELECT' and wrong filtering
SELECT theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(6) 4 answers had minor incorrect syntax, and fully incorrect results and semantics.

--- extra wrong character ';', wrong columns selected and wrong filtering
SELECT * FROM Teacher A, Theme T WHERE T.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(7) 30 answers had fully incorrect properties.

From the three graphs (Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4), we see that the grouping stays the same. What changes is the grades awarded to the various groups seen. We also see that the grading progressed from lenient to stringent as we progress from grading using syntax, to semantics and finally results. For this reason, we focus on syntax to carry out introductory stage grading whereby we do not penalize novice students for not meeting higher standards as expected of the more advanced students. We strive to make an impression to the novice students that the new language presented is within their learning capability.

5.2. Intermediate stage grading

As the course progressed the next questions were graded as intermediate quizzes. In this subsection, we give an example of a question which was graded in this intermediate stage whereby, semantics were prioritized more than the other properties. The grades awarded for this question are shown in Figure 5. In the grades evaluated, we saw that almost the whole class (230/262) was able to write semantically fully correct queries. 18 students (0, 0.125 and 0.375 grades) got less than a half point therefore failed this exercise. The reference correct query for this question is shown below.

SELECT T.theme_id, T.name FROM Theme T, Teacher N WHERE N.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra' AND T.teacher_id = N.teacher_id;

The student answers for this question fell into the following groups:

(1) 122 answers were fully correct.

--- various query construction with the same meaning
SELECT theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher, Theme USING (teacher_id) WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';
SELECT Theme.theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher JOIN Theme ON Teacher.teacher_id = Theme.teacher_id WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(2) 4 answers had minor incorrect semantics (tree edit distance of 1 and text edit distance of less than 3 from a reference query), and correct syntax and results.

--- results were not well filtered
SELECT theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(4) 88 answers managed only correct syntax.

--- wrong columns selected and wrong filtering
SELECT * FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(5) 1 answer had minor incorrect syntax (text edit distance of less than 3 from a reference query) and results, and incorrect semantics.

--- extra wrong character ';', wrong columns selected and wrong filtering
SELECT * FROM Teacher A, Theme T WHERE T.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(6) 4 answers had minor incorrect syntax, and fully incorrect results and semantics.

--- mispelled 'SELECT' and wrong filtering
SELECT theme_id, Theme.name FROM Teacher, Theme WHERE Teacher.name = 'Djoerd Hiemstra';

(7) 30 answers had fully incorrect properties.

The student answers for this question fell into the following groups:

1. 230 answers were fully correct.

   -- different phrasing but still correct
   SELECT Album.album_title FROM Album WHERE Album.type='compilation';

2. 2 answers had minor incorrect syntax, and correct semantics and results.

   -- extra ';' which made syntax minor incorrect
   SELECT album_title; FROM Album; WHERE type = 'compilation';

3. 10 answers had minor incorrect semantics, and correct results and syntax.

   -- missing enclosing ' for the word compilation
   SELECT album_title FROM Album WHERE type = compilation

4. 2 answers had minor incorrect results, fully incorrect semantics and correct syntax.

   -- selected more data than required. Correct results were a subset.
   SELECT album_title, type from album where type = 'compilation'

5. 4 answers had fully incorrect results and semantics, and fully correct syntax.

   -- the query could be parsed even though the where clause was incorrect.
   SELECT album_title from Album where album_name

6. 4 answers had fully incorrect results and semantics, and minor incorrect syntax.

   -- had an extra '*' and the wrong column name 'track_title'.
   SELECT * track_title FROM Album WHERE type='compilation';

7. 10 answers had fully incorrect properties.

   sigma type='compilation'(Album) pi album_title

5.3. Advanced stage grading

As the course progressed to the final lessons, the questions given were graded as advanced quizzes. In this subsection, we give an example of a question which was graded in this advanced stage whereby, results were prioritized more than the other properties. The grades awarded for this question are shown in Figure 6. In these results, we saw that many students (110/164) managed to write fully correct queries. The second largest group (29/164) students wrote a fully incorrect query even though this group was small compared to those who wrote fully correct queries. The rest of the small groups were distributed among various scores. The reference correct query for this question is shown below.

The student answers for this question fell into the following groups:

1. 110 answers were fully correct.

   -- different phrasing but still correct
   SELECT name , hire_date FROM Employee WHERE salary BETWEEN 2500.00 AND 3500.00;

2. 6 answers had fully correct results and syntax but minor incorrect semantics.

   -- had an extra 's' at the end of the string 'Employee'
   SELECT name, hire_date FROM Employees WHERE salary BETWEEN 2500 AND 3500;

3. 1 answer had fully correct results but minor incorrect syntax and semantics.

   -- different phrasing but still correct
   SELECT name, hire_date FROM Employee WHERE salary >=2500 AND salary <= 3500;
This single query was incorrectly graded due to an error in the implementation which we rectified afterwards.

(4) 1 answer had fully correct syntax but minor incorrect results and fully incorrect semantics.

(5) 14 answers had fully correct syntax but fully incorrect results and semantics.

(6) 3 answers had minor incorrect syntax and fully incorrect results and semantics.

(7) 29 answers had fully incorrect semantics, results and syntax.

5.4. Comparison with manual grading

To validate the capabilities of our implementation, we carried a comparison between the grades awarded for the end exam by the instructor, and those calculated by our automated grading system. The instructor evaluated the students not as novices but as learners already familiarized with SQL concepts and knowledge. Our grading system evaluated the queries as advanced quizzes to match the instructor’s grading strategy using the model shown in Equation 3 and Equation 4.

We calculated the mean absolute difference (MAD) and the root mean square error (RMSE) between the two types of grading which was 0.16 and 0.07 respectively using Equation 3 and Equation 4.

$$\text{MAD} = \frac{1}{n} \sum |x_i - y_i|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{ \frac{1}{n} \sum (x_i - y_i)^2 }$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Whereby $n$ is the total number of differences, $x$ is a grade given by our system and $y$ is a grade given by the instructor. This difference between the two systems comes from the following main observations which are summarized below:

Table 4: The frequencies of differences. Q1 to Q8 are the eight questions. Each question has its own violin plot. The score difference in that question. The total column show the total number of queries for a given difference in all the questions. These are further illustrated using violin plots in Figure 7. In the figure, Q1 to Q8 are the eight questions. Each question has its own violin plot. The score difference is the difference between the grade given by the automated grading system and by the instructor.
1. 1093 queries received the same score in both cases. These were fully correct queries and fully incorrect queries.

2. 550 queries received a 0.25 score higher in our automated grading system. These were incorrect queries that were at least parseable. Our grading acknowledged that even though these students did not learn correct SQL semantics, they were able to form correct SQL syntax.

3. 121 queries received a 0.55 score higher from the instructor. These were correct queries containing unexpected special characters, for example:

   ```sql
   -- has an extra non-SQL characters Å'
   SELECT T.song FROM Track T, Album A WHERE
   T.album_id = A.album_id AND A.title = 'Nevermind Å';
   ```

   ```sql
   -- used non-SQL character ‘ instead of ’
   SELECT album_id FROM Release WHERE country = 'Belgium';
   ```

   ```sql
   -- used non-SQL character ‘ instead of ’
   SELECT DISTINCT artist_id FROM Performs
   WHERE role = 'guitarist';
   ```

   The instructor deducted a 0.2 from the score while our system struggled to correctly evaluate such queries.

4. 81 queries received a 0.5 score higher in our system. These were queries which were semantically incorrect with correct results as a subset of the queries’ results.

5. 48 queries received a 0.25 score higher from the instructor. Most of these differences were from the first question. The instructor gave a 0.5 to those answers that demonstrated that the student clearly understood the semantics of the question but could not fully translate it to the complete query. For example:

   ```sql
   SELECT name , COUNT(*) as count FROM Artist ,
   Performs , Track WHERE Artist.artist_id = Performs.artist_id AND
   Performs.track_id = Track.track_id
   GROUP BY name HAVING count >= 3 ORDER
   BY count DESC;
   ```

   Our system failed to evaluate this and gave a 0.25.

6. 34 answers received a 0.75 score higher in our system. These were queries whose semantics were minor incorrect. For example, 17 queries contained:

   ```sql
   SELECT name FROM Artist WHERE death_date = NULL;
   ```

   This query used a comparing operator for NULL instead of using IS NULL. The instructor observed that they were strict in this case.

7. 23 queries received a 0.75 higher score from the instructor. These were queries which were graded as fully correct by the instructor. Our system evaluated them as incorrect. For example:

   ```sql
   SELECT A.title , SUM(T.duration) FROM Album A JOIN Track T ON A.album_id =
   T.album_id GROUP BY A.album_id;
   ```

   The query did not group by 'title' therefore it was considered as incorrect by our system.

As we seen in Figure 7, most differences between instructor’s grading are within 0.25 score (horizontal bulges). We have highlighted the major differences seen above. In some cases, the instructor was strict as seen from the 34 queries in item 6 and item 4. In other cases, the instructor was lenient in grading as seen in queries in item 5 and item 7. In comparison, our grading was consistent across different queries. This consistency aided our system to allocate fair grades with some exceptions. These are cases whereby the system failed to capture special unexpected non-SQL characters as seen in item 3.

At the end of the experiment, we administered a questionnaire to the students. We let them know that the questionnaire was useful in that, we would use their answers
to improve the grading system. The students based their answers on the grades received since we carried out the grading using the system and sent them their results. This included some feedback text. For example, SYNTAX: Correct! Well done. RESULTS: The output of the query is not correct. SEMANTICS: The query does not have correct semantics. This quiz was graded as an advanced quiz. We placed more weight on results, then semantics and finally syntax. A group of 46 students present at the time participated in the questionnaire, in which we enquired about their opinion on the automatically given grades. For example, we asked them if they considered the grades received as fair or not. This was to verify that indeed the students found the grades given acceptable. The results are shown in Figure 8. We saw that 74% said the grades received were fair while the rest 26% considered the grades not completely fair. Some students observed our system being not completely fair in those cases our implementation failed to catch minor incorrect syntax, for example for those unparseable queries containing random characters that proved difficult to automatically identify and repair. We plan to work on this in our next implementation.

5.5. Configuration variables

In our method, there are 6 configuration variables that affect the grading (number of syntax outcomes, number of semantics outcomes, number of results outcomes, property weight, text edit distance threshold and tree edit distance threshold). Changing these variables alters the grading in different ways. The first 3 variables affect the number of outcomes for the different properties. The fourth variable affects which property is focused more when grading. The fifth variable is the threshold value for syntax analysis edit distance calculation. Lastly, the sixth variable is the threshold for the semantics tree edit distance calculation. All these variables can be adjusted to change how grading is done. The threshold parameter for edit distances for syntax and semantics in this experiment were set to 2 and 1 respectively. In our next implementation we plan to study in detail how changing these variables will affect the grades awarded.

6. Discussion

During the introductory period of our course, one of the main goals was for the students to learn the correct SQL syntax and grammar. It was crucial for the students to be able to form SQL queries that can be parsed. In our first quiz, we tested whether the students had indeed understood how syntactically correct SQL queries are written. We graded the quiz focusing mostly on syntax with semantics and results being secondary. This grading model is shown in Table 1. Our results from Figure 2 showed that this goal was accomplished as most students (235/270) were able to form syntactically correct SQL queries. These students scored more than 0.6. Furthermore, a large number (122/270) were able to write semantically correct queries. This meant that the teaching could proceed onto the next stage, which is using SQL to accomplish the given tasks.

In the next stage of learning, the students could already write syntactically correct SQL queries. This was the intermediary stage, whereby the goal was using SQL to carry out the given tasks. The quizzes in this stage were graded focusing mostly on semantics while syntax and results were secondary. This grading model is shown in Table 2. In one of the questions, shown in Figure 5, most of the students (230/262) could translate SQL into statements that could accomplish the given task.

We graded the last quizzes for the course as advanced quizzes. At this stage the students could write the correct SQL grammar and write semantically correct queries. Therefore, when grading, we focused mostly on results while semantics and syntax were secondary. Many students were able to write queries with the correct results (110/164 students). The grading model used is shown in Table 3.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated a model for generating discrete levels that enable effective partial grading of SQL queries. We call these discrete levels, software correctness levels that translate into partial grades. We have also demonstrated how we can be able to offer personalized and differentiated type of grading depending on the knowledge level of the students. This is in contrast to the previous research that utilize inflexible methods. We divided the learning process into 3 stages and applied specific types of grading to each stage. These stages were introductory, intermediate, and advanced. At each stage of our course, we were able to focus the grading on a specific goal which depended on the skills of the students. This is dynamic grading. Dynamic grading was enabled by weighing some properties like syntax more than others at specific points of the teaching process. Partial grading was enabled by individually evaluating different properties in such a way that their outcomes are categorized, for example in categories like correct, minor incorrect and fully incorrect. In our current implementation, we worked with the properties syntax, semantics, and results, and we generated corresponding correctness levels for those properties. In partial grading we utilized software correctness levels while in dynamic grading, we considered students’ skills level. This helped
us to effectively provide partial grades that were dependent upon the skill or knowledge level of students at different stages of their learning process.

We observed that our grading model had some differences in the grades calculated from those awarded by the instructor. We evaluated these differences from SQL questions from an exam and observed a mean average difference of 0.16. We also administered a questionnaire to 46 students whereby 74% observed that our implementation of the model discussed was able to calculate grades they considered fair. Nevertheless, there were limitations which we plan to address in both the grading model and its implementation. For the implementation, we plan on improving on: handling unexpected special non-SQL characters, checking query results against more than 1 data schema, extending the supported queries to include, Create, Delete, Insert and Update and a clear separation between syntax and semantics analysis. The later limitation resulted in missing groups for example, [syntax: minor incorrect, result: correct]. For the model, we plan on adding another property or outcome for more sensitivity and to evaluate the optimum configuration for the minimum difference between the grades awarded by the system and the instructor. More thorough work is needed to present the full merits of the discussed model.
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